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Calling all spirit enthusiasts, wannabe mixologists and fans of aperitifs and digestifs... That's

the Spirit! is here to guide and entertain you through the world of spirits and liqueurs, including

whiskies both familiar and surprising, dangerous tequila and mezcal, gin and its Dutch

counterpart genever, under-rated grappa, love-it-or-hate-it Bailey's, legendary absinthe and

enough rum to make you book a flight to Jamaica immediately.Behind this very well-stocked,

virtual bar is author Jonathan Ray, who knows a thing or two about alcohol, being drinks editor

of the Spectator. Through his personal selection of the 100 most deliciously fascinating spirits

and liqueurs in the world, he tells us all about the makers behind the drinks, what makes

certain brands so enduring and fascinating, which famous drinkers had one glass too many,

and what makes specific tipples taste so irresistible.Among these 100 bottles are tips on your

essential home cocktail kit, the world's best cocktail bars, which glassware is right for which

drink, and the ultimate way to serve key spirits at home.



Thats the Spirit 100 thesaurus, Thats the Spirit thesaurus, Thats the Spirit The Batman, Thats

the Spirit The Boys, Thats the Spirit The Quarry

Janene, “Handy for parties. Gave to my son in law as a gift since he loves to mix things and

create new drinks.”

Alex W, “An informative and highly enjoyable read. I am a subscriber to The Spectator and was

quick to spot the mention of this book in Jonathan Ray's column.I read That's The Spirit! cover-

to-cover and have re-visited it many times subsequently. On every occasion, I have found

myself immersed in the book, drawn in by Ray's witty and self-deprecating prose, and his

breadth of knowledge. In particular, his enthusiasm for Armagnac has opened my eyes (and

sent me scuttling to Berry Bros).I would definitely recommend this book to anyone who enjoys

drinking spirits. This book will be a keeper, for me.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Entertaining and informative. Like an after hours session with a very

entertaining raconteur- delightful and informative, highly recommended”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 7 people have provided feedback.
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